CCH2000 Fully Hydraulic Crawler Crane

Lifting capacity 200 metric tons

IHI Construction Machinery Limited

Specifications are subject to change without notice due to technical improvements or modifications.

Printed in Japan

IHI Construction Machinery Limited
Luffing Jib Crane evolved to equip "Auxiliary Jib"

Selections are available from:
1) 50-ton lifting with Post
2) 25-ton lifting with Luffing Jib
3) 13.5-ton lifting with Auxiliary Jib

Simultaneous lifting by Post and Auxiliary Jib is not permitted.

Middle Equalizer for Luffing Jib lifting is tentatively stowed on inner post when the Luffing Jib is dismantled.
OPERATOR ORIENTED DESIGN ENSURES SAFE AND EFFECTIVE OPERATION OF GREAT 200-TON

Highest rope speeds in this class 110 meter/minute Load Hoist/Lowering

- **Powerful Swing**
  Powerful double-hydraulic-motor for swinging motion is independent from all other operations.

- **Full Power-Efficient Hydraulic Control System**
  Two variable displacement pumps and one gear pump incorporated into engine provide the most effective usage of engine output. Hydraulic flow and pressures are automatically regulated to deliver high flow and low pressure for lighter loads, low flow and high pressure under heavy loading.

- **Dial system controller**
  Hydraulic pump delivery volume is controlled in conjunction with engine speed supplemented by and independent wasshplate angle control dial. The device provides easy, accurate and precise inching work.

- **Wide visibility and deluxe control stands**
  Dazzle free front glass, radio, intermittent windshield wiper, sunshade, stowbox are standard equipped. Levers, pedals, switches are logically located for safe and easy operation. Engine throttle switch is integrated on swing lever grip. Winch mode switch (select foot or automatic) is located on main and aux. hoist levers.